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8 Abstract

9 A new program, named BEATRICE, has been developed for the quantitative estimation of layer thicknesses of single- and multilayers on
10 the basis of their CEMS (conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy) spectra. The BEATRICE program is able to estimate the individual
11 layer thicknesses of multilayers consisting of several homogeneous or mixed nanolayers. The program can also be applied for samples
12 with composition varying continuously with depth, as well as for samples displaying columns of different layer structures. The capability
13 of the program is demonstrated by deriving functional dependences between relative CEMS subspectrum areas and sublayer thicknesses
14 in simple but practically important cases.
15 � 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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19 1. Introduction

20 The emerging role of thin layers in diverse fields of phys-
21 ics, chemistry, electronics and other industries raises the
22 need for quantitative characterization methods sensitive
23 to the composition of thin (with thickness in the nm to
24 lm range) surface layers of bulk materials. One of the
25 methods that can provide valuable information on the
26 composition details of thin surface layers is conversion
27 electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS). The CEMS
28 method is applicable to surfaces containing Mössbauer
29 active elements such as 57Fe and 119Sn. The method can
30 be used most advantageously in the case of the qualitative
31 and quantitative analysis of iron containing surface layers
32 (about 2.14% of all the iron nuclei is Mössbauer active
33 57Fe in natural iron). However, while CEMS spectra can
34 often immediately inform about the qualitative composi-
35 tion of a surface layer (i.e. about the different types of

36phases and iron microenvironments), derivation of quanti-
37tative information (e.g. the concentration of different
38phases) requires further considerations assuming the
39knowledge of parameters (e.g. Mössbauer–Lamb factors
40characteristic of the different iron microenvironments, or
41the depth where the identified phases are situated in the
42surface) which are often not known with sufficient preci-
43sion. Due to these difficulties, the application of CEMS is
44often restricted to the derivation of qualitative information
45only.
46In this article we report about a newly developed com-
47puter program, named BEATRICE,1 that is able to relate a
48high variety of surface structures and compositions to area
49ratios of subspectra expected in a CEMS spectrum taken
50from a surface layer with the corresponding structure and
51composition. By providing tools for adjusting continuously
52varying parameters of structure and composition (e.g. layer
53thicknesses and concentration parameters) to find the best
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54 fit between the assumed quantitative properties of the sur-
55 face layer and the experimentally observed CEMS spec-
56 trum, the program can be used efficiently to derive
57 quantitative information from CEMS spectra.

58 2. Conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS)

59 Under Mössbauer effect one means the recoilless nuclear
60 resonance absorption of nuclear gamma radiation. During
61 nuclear resonance absorption of nuclear gamma radiation
62 a certain kind of nucleus (e.g. 57Fe), being in the ground
63 state, absorbs a gamma quantum emitted by a same kind
64 of nucleus being in an excited state. The occurrence of such
65 resonance absorption can be monitored in several different
66 ways. In a transmission Mössbauer measurement the num-
67 ber of c quanta not absorbed (i.e. transmitted) by the
68 absorber is measured as a function of source velocity. In
69 this case, at velocities where the condition of nuclear reso-
70 nance absorption is fulfilled, a transmission minimum (i.e.
71 an absorption peak) occurs. Other possibilities are the
72 detection of secondary radiation emitted by the absorber
73 as a result of the de-excitation of Mössbauer nuclei that
74 were excited by the resonance absorption of c quanta. This
75 secondary radiation consists of reemitted c quanta, conver-
76 sion and Auger electrons, as well as characteristic X-rays.
77 The detection of this secondary radiation in a Mössbauer
78 experiment is called the scattering technique. In the field
79 of surface layer studies, the most advantageous scattering
80 technique is the one based on the detection of conversion
81 electrons.
82 In conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy usually
83 a proportional gas counter is used to detect conversion
84 electrons back-scattered from the surface of the absorber
85 sample (Fig. 1), and in contrast with the transmission tech-
86 nique, in the Mössbauer spectrum one observes maximal
87 count rates whenever the condition of resonance absorp-
88 tion is fulfilled. As electrons originating deeper than a
89 few 100 nm below the surface of the sample are very unli-
90 kely to be able to leave the sample and get counted, conver-
91 sion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy is especially well
92 suited to investigate this few 100 nm thick surface of solids.
93 The CEMS technique has the inherent advantage that
94 the process of de-excitation of Mössbauer nuclei in the
95 sample results in a high yield of conversion electrons for
96 most of the practically important Mössbauer transitions.
97 This is because of the high conversion coefficients
98 (a = Ne/Nc) characteristic of low energy Mössbauer transi-
99 tions. In the case of the 14.41 keV Mössbauer transition of

100 57Fe, for example, a = 8.21 meaning that in 89% of the
101 cases de-excitation of corresponding excited state 57Fe
102 nuclei happens via the emission of a conversion electron.
103 The CEMS method found applications in various areas
104 of scientific and industrial research [1]. Determination of
105 the thickness and composition of corrosion layers [2], char-
106 acterization of thin layers used for the passivation of iron
107 [3], investigation of the magnetic structure of magnetic
108 multilayers [4], and the study of the effect of ion implanta-

109tion on the structure of surface layers [5–7] are a few char-
110acteristic examples.

1113. Observing quantitative information from CEMS spectra

112Although by CEMS it is relatively easy to gain informa-
113tion concerning the kind of phases being present in a sur-
114face layer, the determination of the depth and the
115concentration of a particular phase require the detailed
116consideration of the interaction of electrons with matter.
117To estimate the weight of contribution of a particular
118phase to the CEMS spectrum, one has to know the proba-
119bility of the event that electrons set free in that phase as a
120result of de-excitation of Mössbauer nuclei will reach the
121detector and gets counted. This probability will depend
122among others on the initial energy of the electron, on the
123depth of its origin, and on the kind of phases it has to pass
124through during its way to the top of the surface and the
125detector. For a certain surface layer, the function express-
126ing the dependence of this probability on the depth of the
127origin of electrons is called the transmission function.
128A conversion electron originating during de-excitation
129of a 57Fe nucleus in the investigated sample is usually not
130the only electron leaving the corresponding atom as a result
131of the nuclear de-excitation process; the emission of a
132K-shell conversion electron can be followed also by the
133emission of corresponding Auger electrons. The emission
134probabilities of conversion- and various types of Auger
135electrons per nuclear de-excitation process are summarized
136in Table 1 (for 57Fe) [8] and in Table 2 (for 119Sn) [1].
137Electrons traveling in different phases will experience a
138different rate of energy loss. The so-called differential

139energy loss of electrons, defined as the loss of electron

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a conversion electron Mössbauer

spectroscopy (CEMS) measurement. The c quanta emitted by the source

enter the volume of the proportional gas counter containing the counter

gas (e.g. mixture of He + a few % CH4) through a thin Al window. The

sample is mounted on the detector such that its surface is directly in touch

with the counting gas. Resonance absorption of c quanta in the sample is

followed by de-excitation of Mössbauer nuclei, as a result of which

conversion- and corresponding Auger electrons enter the detector volume,

and trigger an electronic impulse.
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140 kinetic energy on a path of unit length, is therefore a factor
141 that strongly influences the magnitude and shape of the
142 transmission function. First trials to calculate the differen-
143 tial energy loss function of electrons were carried out by
144 Bethe [9]. Although electrons on their way to the surface
145 are scattered (and may eventually even be stopped) via a
146 series of elastic and inelastic collisions, and therefore loose
147 their kinetic energy in several discrete amounts, the average
148 loss of electron energy during this process can be approxi-
149 mated as a continuous energy loss. According to Joy and
150 Luo [10] this energy loss can be written as
151

dE

ds
¼ �78500

Z

AE
ln

1:166E

J

� �

; ð1Þ
153153

154 where E is the kinetic energy of the electron, s refers to the
155 length of its path, Z is the atomic number, A is the mass
156 number and J is the ionization energy of atoms building
157 up the material. The ionization energy J also depends on
158 the atomic number of atoms, which dependence can be esti-
159 mated by the empirical formula
160

J=eV ¼ 9:76Z þ
58:5

Z0:19
; ð2Þ162162

163 where Z denotes the atomic number of the atom in ques-
164 tion [11].
165 The derivation of the escape probability of electrons as a
166 function of their depth of origin, initial kinetic energy and
167 the atomic number characteristic of the material layer they
168 have to pass was carried out by Liljequist. By using estab-
169 lished empirical relationships, like Eqs. (1) and (2), he made
170 extensive Monte Carlo simulations by modeling the fate of
171 individual electrons originating with different initial kinetic
172 energies and traveling through materials with different
173 characteristic atomic number [8,12–19]. By counting the
174 number of electrons which in the simulation could reach
175 the detector, Liljequist established empirical relationships
176 between the escape probability of electrons and parameters
177 such as the initial electron energy, the depth of origin and
178 the atomic number of atoms in the surface layer [20].

179One of the main conclusions of Liljequist�s work is the
180so-called mass scaling rule, which states that the depen-
181dence of the transmission function on the atomic number
182characteristic of the surface layer to a high degree can be
183accounted for if the transmission probability is expressed
184as a function of the D surface density (also called mass

185thickness) measured in mass/area units. According to Lilje-
186quist [20,21], the transmission probability decreases with
187the D mass thickness as
188

T 1ðD=RðEi; ZÞÞ ¼ exp �
D

RðEi; ZÞ
�

D

Q � RðEi; ZÞ

� �2
" #

¼ exp �n 1þ
n

Q2

� �� �

; ð3Þ
190190

191where T1(D/R(Ei, Z)) is the probability that an electron
192born heading towards the top of the surface layer with ini-
193tial kinetic energy Ei in a depth associated with mass thick-
194ness D, in a surface layer characterized by an atomic
195number Z will reach the top of the surface layer, Q = 1.9,
196n = D/R(Ei, Z) and R(Ei, Z) is a depth scale parameter
197(also called Liljequist range) which does not depend
198strongly on the atomic number, but it changes considerably
199with the electron�s kinetic energy Ei. The dependence of
200R(Ei, Z) on Ei and Z was also estimated on the basis of
201Monte Carlo simulations [20]:

R=lg=cm2 ¼ exp lnAþ B lnEi þ CðlnEiÞ
2

h i

;

A ¼ 2:630þ 4:03� 10�2Z þ 2:06� 10�4Z2;

B ¼ 1:660� 1:63� 10�2Z þ 1:05� 10�4Z2;

C ¼ 0:034þ 2:00� 10�3Z � 1:32� 10�5Z2;

ð4Þ

203203

204where Ei should be given in keV units.
205Expression (3) is not the complete transmission function
206though, because it does not take into account that half of
207the electrons get born with a velocity that makes them to
208move away from the top of the layer surface initially. Still,
209such electrons may get scattered back towards the top of
210the surface (so-called backscattering), and therefore with
211a certain probability they will contribute to the number
212of escaped electrons. To obtain the correct expression for
213the transmission function T, T1 must be multiplied by the
214factor T0(Ei, Z) that gives the transmission of those elec-
215trons that are born right on the surface of the sample
216(i.e. for which n(Ei) = 0) [20,21]:
217

T ðD;Ei; ZÞ ¼ T 0ðEi; ZÞ � T 1ðD=RðEi; ZÞÞ ð5Þ 219219

220with
221

T 0ðEi; ZÞ ¼ 0:625þ 0:064 lnðZ=4Þ þ 4:0� 10�6Z2

� lnðEi=20 keVÞ. ð6Þ 223223

224By substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), for K conversion elec-
225trons born on the surface of, e.g. an alpha iron layer
226(D = 0, Z � 26, Ei � 7.3 keV, see Table 1), one observes
227a transmission of

Table 1

Electron energies and conversion probabilities for 57Fe [8]

Particle type Origin Probability per

de-excitation

Initial energy

Electron K conversion cK = 0.80 EK = 7.3 keV

L, M conversion cL = 0.10 EL = 13.6 keV

K Auger cA = 0.53 EA = 5.6 keV

Table 2

Electron energies and conversion probabilities for 119Sn [1]

Particle type Origin Probability per

de-excitation

Initial energy

Electron L conversion cL = 0.84 EL = 19.8 keV

L, N Auger cA = 0.75 EA = 2.8 keV
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T ðD ¼ 0;Ei; ZÞ ¼ T 0ðEi; ZÞ � 0:74. ð7Þ229229

230 The reason for not having obtained a transmission of
231 unity for electrons born right on the surface of the sample
232 is, certainly, that half of these electrons will have an initial
233 propagation direction that points to the inside of the sam-
234 ple, and consequently they do not leave the sample surface
235 immediately. The reason for not having obtained a trans-
236 mission value of 0.5 is that a certain fraction of the latter
237 electrons can still escape and get detected by being scat-
238 tered back from the inside of the material. Detailed treat-
239 ment of the backscattering process can be found, e.g. in
240 [22,23].
241 For the case of a homogeneous alpha iron layer and ini-
242 tial electron energies encountered in 57Fe CEMS measure-
243 ments the dependence of the transmission function T on
244 the D mass depth is displayed in Fig. 2. In accordance with
245 expectations, with increasing D mass depth, among the
246 detected electrons the share of electrons with higher initial
247 energy will increase at the expense of the share of the lower
248 energy electrons. As a result, in the case of 57Fe CEMS,
249 from depths with D J 160 lg/cm2 it will be almost exclu-
250 sively the L, M conversion electrons (born with an initial
251 energy of �13.6 keV) that will be detected.

252 3.1. Handling of chemical compounds and their mixtures

253 The formulas discussed until this point are valid only for
254 layers consisting only of a single type of element, i.e. iron in
255 the case of 57Fe CEMS, and tin in the case of 119Sn CEMS.
256 In practice, however, layers consist of several different ele-
257 ments that form different chemical compounds, which lat-
258 ter may furthermore be present combined forming
259 mixtures of compounds. As the structure and composition
260 of such layers is usually not known with sufficient precision
261 on the atomic level, it seems to be unfeasible to derive a

262unique transmission function by Monte Carlo simulations
263for every layer encountered in practice. Thus, one has to
264find a way to estimate the transmission function for layers
265made of mixture of elements (which in the followings we
266will call as the �compound transmission function�) on the
267basis of the transmission functions of layers built only from
268a single type of element. As relative area fractions of sub-
269spectra in a CEMS spectrum are determined usually with
270a relative error of higher than 1%, and relative errors of
27110% are also not uncommon, our aim is to estimate com-
272pound transmission functions with a relative precision of
273[5%.
274To achieve this goal, one has to investigate the depen-
275dence of the T0 initial transmission function in Eq. (6)
276and that of the T1 transmission function in Eq. (3) on the
277Z atomic number. At this point it should be noted, that
278unlike in Eq. (5) that is valid only for layers consisting only
279of a single type of element, in the case of compound layers,
280the parameter Z in T0(Ei, Z) and that in T1(D/R(Ei, Z))
281may not be the same. Namely, while the parameter Z in
282T1(D/R(Ei, Z)) refers to the atomic number of elements sit-
283uated between the point of origin of electrons and the top
284of the layer, the parameter Z appearing in T0(Ei, Z) (which
285factor takes the effect of backscattering into account) refers
286to the atomic number of elements below (in the sense �far-
287ther away from the detector volume�) the point of origin of
288electrons (Fig. 3).
289Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the initial transmission
290T0(Ei, Z) on the layer�s characteristic Z atomic number,
291for the Ei initial electron energies encountered in 57Fe
292CEMS measurements. According to the figure, the initial
293transmission as a function of atomic number can be
294described nearly by the same curve for all the three different
295initial electron energies. The dependence of T0(Ei, Z) on Z

296is also rather mild; for atomic number values extending
297from Z = 2 to Z = 80 the value of initial transmission
298remains in the range 0.58–0.81. Even more importantly,
299T0(Ei, Z) is monotonously increasing as a function of Z.
300This suggests, that if we have a mixture of, e.g. two differ-
301ent elements (with atomic numbers Z1 < Z2) present in the
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Fig. 2. The transmission function in Eq. (3) as a function of mass

thickness D in the case of iron (Z = 26) for the initial electron energies

encountered in 57Fe CEMS measurements (see also Table 1). For pure

a-iron 10 lg/cm2 mass thickness corresponds to a layer thickness of

�12.7 nm.
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Fig. 3. At a certain D mass depth (denoted by dotted line) below the top

of the surface of the investigated sample atoms influencing the T1(D/

R(Ei, Z)) transmission function in Eq. (3) are situated above the dotted

line, while atoms that influence the T0(Ei, Z) initial transmission function

(i.e. backscattering) are situated below the dotted line in a sublayer with a

thickness of Rmax, the maximum backscattering depth (see Eq. (11)).
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302 sample, then the value of the resulting �compound initial

303 transmission� will be between the initial transmission value
304 representative for Z1 and that representative for Z2, i.e.

T 0ðEi; Z1Þ < T 0cðEi; Z1 and Z2Þ < T 0ðEi; Z2Þ ð8Þ306306

307 if Z1 < Z2, where T0c(Ei,Z1 and Z2) denotes the compound
308 initial transmission. Also, one expects that with decreasing
309 concentration of atoms with atomic number Z1, the com-
310 pound initial transmission will tend to approach the initial
311 transmission value representative for the element with
312 atomic number Z2, and vice versa. This behavior suggests,
313 that for compound samples we can define a certain kind of
314 weighted average of atomic numbers, Z, for which
315

T 0cðEi; mixture of different elementsÞ � T 0ðEi; ZÞ; ð9Þ317317

318 in this way reducing the problem of the calculation of the
319 compound transmission function to the problem of finding
320 a suitable averaging method of atomic numbers that works
321 well in practice. It was found, that the averaging method
322 when the value of Z is calculated as an arithmetic average
323 weighted by the wi weight fractions of the atoms of different
324 Zi atomic numbers, i.e.
325

Z ¼
X

i

wiZ i; ð10Þ
327327

328 works well in practice [23], if as an exception among the
329 elements hydrogen is taken into account with the �effective�

330 atomic number of Zeff(H) = �7.434. The success of this
331 averaging method means that for a given compound it is
332 the heavier elements with the highest Z that predominantly
333 determine the value of the initial transmission, though the
334 presence of hydrogen can reduce the level of backscattering
335 (see Fig. 4).
336 Before calculating Z, one needs to determine the depth
337 (below the point of origin of electrons) below which atoms
338 should not be considered anymore when the average in Eq.
339 (10) is calculated. According to Niedrig [22], this so-called
340 �maximum backscattering depth� (Rmax) can be expressed as

341

Rmax ¼
4E2

i

cTqm2
e

; ð11Þ
343343

344where Ei is the initial kinetic energy of electrons, q denotes
345the density of the sample material, me stands for the mass
346of the electron and cT = 5.05 · 1033 m6 kg�1 s�4 is Terrill�s
347constant. For our purposes it is more convenient to express
348the �maximum backscattering mass depth� (Bmax = qRmax),
349which on the basis of Eq. (11) can be written as
350

Bmax ½lg=cm2� � 2:45� ðEi=keVÞ
2
. ð12Þ 352352

353As shown in Fig. 5, for 57Fe CEMS the maximum back-
354scattering mass depth is highest for the 13.6 keV L, M con-
355version electrons, for which it takes on a value of �470 lg/
356cm2. For pure a-iron this value corresponds to a layer
357thickness of �600 nm. This means that for layers thinner
358than roughly this value the substrate material can also
359influence the backscattering process independent of the
360point of origin of the electrons, i.e. the same thin layer
361structure deposited on different substrates may result in dif-
362ferent relative area ratios in the 57Fe CEMS spectra, even if
363the substrates themselves do not contain any 57Fe isotope.
364The effect of the substrate, however, becomes significant
365only for layers thinner than �250 nm (see Fig. 2). Similar
366reasoning can be applied for the case of 119Sn CEMS,
367where the maximum backscattering mass depth for the L
368conversion electrons is �960 lg/cm2 (Fig. 5), which is
369equivalent to a layer thickness of �1315 nm for a pure
370tin layer.
371Similarly to the initial transmission, in order to be able
372to predict relative CEMS spectrum areas as a function of
373layer structure, one also needs to give a useful estimate of
374the transmission function T1(D/R(Ei, Z)) � T1(D, Ei, Z)
375for compound materials. Following the same route of rea-
376soning as before, we first investigate the dependence of
377T1(D, Ei, Z) on Z for different values of D and Ei. As
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378 shown by Fig. 6, for Ei energies encountered in 57Fe
379 CEMS, in the practically important range of Dmass depths
380 T1(D, Ei, Z) has only a mild dependence on Z. Particularly,
381 for Z 6 40 the dependence of T1(D, Ei, Z) on Z is quite
382 well approximated by a linear curve. But even if we extend
383 the possible range of atomic numbers until Z = 80, and

384estimate T1(D, Ei, Z) by a constant for any given D and
385Ei value (i.e. we dismiss the Z dependence of T1(D, Ei, Z)
386altogether), the relative error we introduce into the end
387result by this approximation will still remain around or
388below �5%. (Note that although the deviation of
389T1(D, Ei, Z) from the linear behavior becomes more pro-
390nounced with increasing D, the contribution of layers in
391different D mass depths to the total electron transmission
392also decreases with D, which effect for higher D values
393diminishes the higher error introduced by our approxima-
394tion.) However, the linear dependence found for the case
395Z 6 40 (which relation is expected to be satisfied for the
396majority of layers investigated in practice) suggests, that
397similarly to the case of the compound initial transmission
398T0 c in Eq. (9), we should take the Z dependence of
399T1(D, Ei, Z) into account by defining the �compound trans-

400mission function� T1c as

T 1cðD;Ei; mixture of different elementsÞ

� T 1ðD;Ei; ZÞ; ð13Þ 402402

403where Z can be defined similarly to that in Eq. (10), where
404in the average one should consider only the part of the
405layer that is situated between the top of the layer and the
406point where the electron is set free.
407By examining the dependence of T1(D, Ei, Z) on Z for
408initial electron energies encountered in 119Sn CEMS
409(Fig. 7) one can conclude that for Auger electrons
410(Ei = 2.8 keV) the dependence is very well approximated
411by a linear curve, and therefore the aforementioned estima-
412tion of the compound transmission function by the calcula-
413tion of an average atomic number may also work well in
414this case. The situation is different, however, in the case
415of the conversion electrons (Ei = 19.8 keV); for them the
416validity of linear approximation diminishes with increasing
417mass depth (see Fig. 7). For D J 200 lg/cm2 one may
418consider to calculate an average atomic number indepen-
419dently for Z 6 50 and Z > 50 elements, and estimate the
420T1c compound transmission function as

T 1cðD;Ei; mixture of different elementsÞ

�
T 1ðD;Ei; ZZ650Þ þ kT 1ðD;Ei; ZZ>50Þ

1þ k
; ð14Þ 422422

423where ZZ650 and ZZ>50 denote the weighted average of
424atomic numbers for those elements in the sample, for which
425Z 6 50 and Z > 50, respectively, and kP 0 is a weight fac-
426tor that takes into account the weight of elements with
427Z > 50 relative to that of elements with Z 6 50.
428From the compound functions T0c and T1c the electron
429transmission function can be calculated according to Eq.
430(5) as

T ðD;Ei; Z
�Þ ¼ T 0cðEi; mixture of different elementsÞ

� T 1cðD;Ei; mixture of different elementsÞ;

ð15Þ 432432

433where the notation Z* indicates that the dependence on Z is
434taken into account as described.
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the transmission function T1 in Eq. (3) on the

layer�s characteristic Z atomic number and on the mass depth where the

electrons are born, for the Ei initial electron energies encountered in 57Fe

CEMS measurements.
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435 Given that, according to the above, the dependence of
436 the compound transmission function on the atomic num-
437 ber of elements building up the layer under study is rela-
438 tively mild, one may presume, that the contribution of a
439 certain phase to the CEMS spectrum will be determined
440 first of all by the position (mass depth, D) of the phase
441 inside the layer according to the dependence of the trans-
442 mission function on D (Fig. 2). Different kind of phases
443 may, however, still give different contributions to the
444 CEMS spectrum, even if they are situated exactly at the
445 same position inside the layer.
446 One reason for this can be that phases containing the
447 Mössbauer active element (e.g. 57Fe or 119Sn) in higher
448 concentrations will certainly produce a higher number of
449 conversion and Auger electrons, consequently they will
450 give a higher contribution to the CEMS spectrum if com-
451 pared to phases with lower concentrations of the Möss-
452 bauer active element.
453 Another reason can be that different phases are usually
454 characterized by different values of the so-called Möss-

455bauer–Lamb factor, which latter is the probability of
456recoilless absorption of gamma rays by the Mössbauer
457active nucleus. A higher probability of recoilless absorption
458means a higher number of excited state Mössbauer nuclei,
459and consequently a higher number of conversion and
460Auger electrons originating during the de-excitation of
461these nuclei in the phase in question. Consequently, phases
462characterized by a higher Mössbauer–Lamb factor will
463have an increased contribution to the CEMS spectrum, if
464compared to the contribution of phases situated at the
465same position (same mass depth) in the layer but character-
466ized by lower Mössbauer–Lamb factor values. It should be
467noted here, that if a phase contains the Mössbauer active
468element in two or more different microenvironments (as,
469e.g. in the case of Fe3O4, where there are two different iron
470microenvironments), then all the different microenviron-
471ments may be characterized by different Mössbauer–Lamb
472factor values. For such phases an �f effective Mössbauer–

473Lamb factor may be defined as

�f ¼

Pn

i¼1kifi
Pn

i¼1ki
; ð16Þ

475475

476where n is the number of different iron microenvironments
477in the phase, ki is the number and fi is the Mössbauer–
478Lamb factor of iron atoms situated in the ith type of
479microenvironment.

4803.2. The effective transmission

481In order to calculate the expected contribution of Möss-
482bauer active nuclei at a certain depth below the surface to
483the measured CEMS Mössbauer spectrum, one has to cal-
484culate the so-called effective transmission, which is the prob-
485ability of the event that following a nuclear de-excitation
486process a corresponding electron will be detected by the
487detector. The effective transmission (Te) of the electrons
488is calculated from the contribution of all the electrons with
489different energies, by taking into account their respective
490probabilities for being emitted as a result of a nuclear de-
491excitation process (Table 1), as well as the electron detec-
492tion efficiency (e) of the applied detector, which is here con-
493sidered to be independent of the energy of the detected
494electron.
495The probability of detection of electrons set free by the
496primary conversion process is given by

P c ¼ eT ðD;Ei;c; Z
�Þ; ð17Þ 498498

499where Ei,c denotes the initial energy of the primary conver-
500sion electron, and Z* indicates that the dependence on Z

501should be taken into account as described in the previous
502section.
503The primary (conversion) electron and the correspond-
504ing Auger electron(s) cannot be detected as separate events,
505because the finite, relatively long time duration of the
506detection process of the primary electron makes the detec-
507tor deaf to the corresponding secondary (Auger) electrons
508[24]. An Auger electron leaving the atom shortly after the
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Fig. 7. The dependence of the transmission function T1 in Eq. (3) on the

layer�s characteristic Z atomic number and on the mass depth where the

electrons are born, for the Ei initial electron energies encountered in 119Sn

CEMS measurements.
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509 conversion process has taken place can therefore be
510 detected only if the conversion electron was not detected,
511 i.e. the probability of detection of an Auger electron is
512 given by

P c ¼ cAT ðD;Ei;A; Z
�Þ½1� eT ðD;Ei;c; Z

�Þ�; ð18Þ514514

515 where cA is the probability that the Auger electron leaves
516 the atom, Ei,A is the Auger electron�s initial energy and
517 T(D, Ei,A, Z*) is the probability that the Auger electron
518 reaches the detector.
519 By considering the K conversion, K Auger and L, M
520 conversion electrons (Table 1) in the case of 57Fe one
521 observes an effective transmission of
522

T eðD; Z
�Þ ¼ e cKT ðD;EK; Z

�Þ þ cAT ðD;EA; Z
�Þð1� eT ðD;EK; Z

�ÞÞ½

þ cLT ðD;EL; Z
�Þ�; ð19Þ524524

525 where the notations used are the same as in Table 1.
526 For the case of 119Sn similar considerations lead to the
527 effective transmission function of
528

T eðD; Z
�Þ ¼ e cLT ðD;EL; Z

�Þ þ cAT ðD;EA; Z
�Þð1� eT ðD;EL; Z

�ÞÞ½ �;

ð20Þ530530

531 where the notations used are the same as in Table 2.
532 Given that the effective transmission decreases with the
533 D mass depth, phases situated deeper than a so-called vis-

534 ible mass depth (Dv) will only give negligible contribution
535 to the CEMS spectrum in the sense that their contribution
536 will be below the detection limit of the CEMS method. If a
537 phase provides only[1% of all the detected electrons, then
538 in most cases its contribution will remain hidden in the cor-
539 responding CEMS spectrum by the statistical noise of the
540 measurement. Although in general the visible mass depth
541 will depend on the structure of the investigated layer, a use-
542 ful estimate of Dv can be calculated by assuming a homo-
543 geneous sample. For a homogeneous sample the relative
544 amount of electrons (w) contributing to the CEMS spec-
545 trum from depths deeper than Dv can be expressed as
546

w ¼

R1

Dv
T eðD; ZÞdD

R1

0
T eðD; ZÞdD

; ð21Þ
548548

549 which equation enables one to estimate the Dv visible mass
550 depth on the basis of the value of w. For an a-iron layer,
551 with the choice of w = 0.01 one observes a visible mass
552 depth of Dv � 340 lg/cm2, which is equivalent to a visible
553 depth of �432 nm. For a pure tin layer (Z = 50) for w =
554 0.01 one observes a visible mass depth of Dv � 820 lg/
555 cm2, which is equivalent to a visible depth of �1123 nm.
556 The value of the e electron detection efficiency of the
557 applied detector does not influence considerably the value
558 of the Dv visible mass depth calculated according to
559 Eq. (21).

560 3.3. Handling of multilayer structures

561 In practice, thin layers consisting of different phases (e.g.
562 different corrosion products or electrochemically deposited

563layers) can often be satisfactorily modeled by a multilayer
564structure. In the multilayer the different phases are thought
565to form parallel sublayers as shown in case a, of Fig. 10. In
566the followings we aim to calculate the expected weight of
567contribution of the different phases of the multilayer to a
568corresponding CEMS spectrum.
569Let us consider a sample consisting of N homogeneous
570layers made of different phases. Let the layers be numbered
571from layer k = 1 being on the surface to layer k = N being
572the inner most Mössbauer active layer in the surface. In
573this case, the relative weight (Sk) by which layer k is
574expected to contribute to a CEMS spectrum can be
575expressed as
576

Sk ¼
ckfk

R Dk

Dk�1
T eðD; Z

�ÞdD
PN

j¼1cjfj
R Dj

Dj�1
T eðD; Z

�ÞdD
ðk ¼ 1 . . .NÞ; ð22Þ

578578

579where ck is the concentration of the Mössbauer active nu-
580clide (e.g. 57Fe) in layer k, fk denotes the effective Möss-
581bauer–Lamb factor characteristic of the phase in layer k,
582and

D0 ¼ 0;

Dk ¼ Dk�1 þ mk;
ð23Þ

584584

585where mk denotes the mass thickness of layer k. By using
586Eq. (22) the Sk values can be calculated for an arbitrary
587set of mk mass thicknesses, ck concentrations and fk effec-
588tive Mössbauer–Lamb factor values characteristic of the
589individual layers.
590In practice, on the basis of the CEMS spectrum one usu-
591ally can determine the type of phases that are present in the
592layer, which means that the concentrations and the corre-
593sponding effective Mössbauer–Lamb factors can be
594assumed to be known in the calculations. The order of
595the different sublayers is also often known (e.g. by studying
596the corrosion of an iron layer, one can often safely assume
597that corrosion products are at the top of the layer, and
598unaltered pure iron is situated at higher mass depths), or
599the possible number of different sublayer orders is small
600enough to make it feasible to try them out manually one
601by one, and select the one giving the best fit with the mea-
602sured data. This means that in most cases it is only the Dk

603mass thicknesses of sublayers that are unknown and need
604to be determined by the help of fitting using an appropriate
605program code.
606By comparing the Sk values – obtained according to Eq.
607(22) for a certain set of ck concentrations and fk effective
608Mössbauer–Lamb factor values – with the corresponding
609relative subspectrum areas of the experimentally measured
610CEMS spectrum, one can estimate the correct set of mass
611thicknesses by minimizing the squared differences between
612experimentally obtained and theoretically predicted rela-
613tive subspectrum areas:
614

Y ðm1;m2; . . . ;mN Þ ¼
X

N

k¼1

ðAk � SkÞ
2
) min; ð24Þ

616616
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617 where Ak denotes the relative area fraction of the subspec-
618 trum originating from sublayer k in the CEMS spectrum of
619 the surface layer in question. From the obtained set of mk

620 mass thickness values and the qk densities of the sublayer
621 materials, the dk layer thicknesses can be determined for
622 each layer one by one.
623 The minimization problem of Eq. (24) involves N

624 unknown parameters (the mk mass thicknesses) to be fitted.
625 In cases, however, when the total iron content of the layer
626 is known the number of fitted parameters can be reduced
627 by one by considering that the mass thicknesses of the indi-
628 vidual sublayers have to satisfy the equation

X

N

k¼1

mkwk ¼
MFe

F
; ð25Þ

630630

631 where wk is the weight fraction of iron in the kth layer,MFe

632 is the total mass of iron in the layer, and F is the area of the
633 layer�s surface.
634 The considerations presented until this point form the
635 basis of the BEATRICE program that is able to estimate the
636 individual layer thicknesses of multilayers consisting of sev-
637 eral homogeneous or mixed nanolayers. Apart from the
638 determination of individual sublayer thicknesses by fitting
639 according to Eq. (24), another possible way to use the pro-
640 gram is to derive functional dependences between the
641 expected CEMS relative subspectrum areas and the layer�s
642 characteristic physical parameters, e.g. sublayer thick-
643 nesses. The curves derived in this way may be used in prac-
644 tice to determine the physical parameters in question
645 without the need for executing the fitting procedure of
646 the program. The main advantage of the BEATRICE pro-
647 gram is that it can handle a high variety of simple as well
648 as complex practically important layer structures.

649In order to demonstrate the program�s capabilities, we
650derived the functional dependence between the mass thick-
651ness of an Fe2O3 layer formed by corrosion on the top of a
652thick (e.g. bulk, i.e. from our point of view infinitely thick)
653iron layer and the corresponding relative subspectrum area
654expected in a CEMS spectrum (Fig. 8). The relative spec-
655tral area belonging to the Fe2O3 layer increases nearly
656linearly with the mass thickness of Fe2O3 from DFe2O3

¼
6570 lg=cm2 until DFe2O3

� 60 lg=cm2. In this range, an
658increase of 10 lg/cm2 in DFe2O3

results in an increase of
659�0.1 in the relative spectral area of the Fe2O3 layer. The
660curve indicates that for above DFe2O3

� 200 lg=cm2 the
661mass thickness of the hematite layer can be determined
662only with considerable uncertainty.
663A similar curve is obtained for the case of SnO2 formed
664on the top of a bulk b-Sn layer, as shown in Fig. 9.

6654. Details of the BEATRICE program

666Given that the majority of CEMS measurements are
667carried out on iron containing samples, the BEATRICE pro-
668gram treats 57Fe as the default Mössbauer isotope. At the
669same time, the program provides the user with the possibil-
670ity to override the default physical parameters in order to
671make the program handle Mössbauer isotopes other than
67257Fe. Among others the user can specify the probability
673of emission of K, L conversion electrons and Auger elec-
674trons per de-excitation, as well as their respective initial
675energies. One can furthermore set the electron pairs that
676hinder the detection of each other (see Section 3.2), in order
677to calculate the effective transmission analogously to Eqs.
678(19) and (20).
679The program has a wired in set of physical parameters
680(atomic masses, molar volumes, Mössbauer–Lamb factors,
681etc.) concerning the most important iron compounds,

Fig. 8. The dependence of the relative CEMS spectral area of hematite on

the mass thickness of hematite formed on the top of an infinitely thick (i.e.

bulk) a-iron layer, as calculated by the BEATRICE program. Aa-Fe and

AFe2O3
denote the CEMS spectral area belonging to a-Fe and hematite,

respectively.

Fig. 9. The dependence of the relative CEMS spectral area of SnO2 on the

mass thickness of SnO2 formed on the top of an infinitely thick (i.e. bulk)

b-Sn layer, as calculated by the BEATRICE program. Ab-Sn and ASnO2
denote

the CEMS spectral area belonging to b-Sn and SnO2, respectively.
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682 which set may be extended by the user for further com-
683 pounds as needed.
684 The different surface layer structures that can be han-
685 dled by the program can be summarized as follows.
686 A simple set of sublayers (case a, in Fig. 10) denotes lay-
687 ers that are built from sublayers that have ideally flat sur-
688 faces perpendicular to the main source – detector – carrier
689 axis. The individual sublayers can be defined to be chemi-
690 cally homogeneous or a mixture of several different com-
691 pounds. The order of sublayers from top to bottom of
692 the layer needs to be defined in advance. The parameters
693 to be determined by the program on the basis of the corre-
694 sponding relative CEMS subspectrum areas are the mass
695 thicknesses of the individual sublayers.
696 Multicolumn layers (see Fig. 11 and case d, in Fig. 10)
697 denote columns of different sequences of sublayers, which
698 structure aims to model samples where, for example, the
699 top most sublayer does not cover entirely the surface of

700lower situated sublayers, which may happen e.g. when cor-
701rosion of an iron containing surface layer takes place in
702spots only. In such cases the underlying (not corroded) lay-
703ers will display a contribution to the corresponding CEMS
704spectrum that is increased compared to the case of a con-
705tinuous top most corrosion sublayer, because outside the
706spots electrons from the underlying layers will have an
707increased probability for detection. In the BETARICE pro-
708gram the case of multicolumn layers is reduced to a sum
709of several different simple set of sublayers as shown in
710Fig. 11. As this reduction is valid only if the diameter of
711the spots (columns) can be considered to be higher than
712the visible depth (otherwise the electrons could jump from
713one column to another), the model of multicolumn layers
714can be applied exclusively for such cases. The parameters
715to be determined by the program on the basis of the corre-
716sponding relative CEMS subspectrum areas in this case are
717the relative area fractions of the different columns as well as
718the mass thicknesses of the individual sublayers.
719In order to be able to model effects like diffusion for
720example, the program allows the definition of depth depen-

721dent weight fractions of components within sublayers (case
722b, in Fig. 10). The depth dependence can be defined by
723selecting one of the built in ‘‘relative sublayer depth !
724weight fraction’’ profiles. The program also allows the
725modeling of periodic sequences of sublayer compositions
726(case c, in Fig. 10).
727The program can also handle user defined linear equal-
728ity and inequality constraints among parameters (including
729the setting of the upper and lower bound of the various
730parameters).
731Any user defined input data determining the model of
732the layer can be collected in an ASCII file in a specific tab-
733ular form, which file is then interpreted by the BEATRICE

734program before the corresponding calculations start, or
735alternatively the data can also be typed in by the help of
736the interactive command line input system the program
737offers.
738The BEATRICE program was developed under MS Win-
739dows XP OS by using Fortran programming language
740and the programming environment Fortran Power Station
7414.0. The program utilizes mathematical routines included
742in the IMSL Fortran Library [25]. Further information
743on the technical details of the BEATRICE program can be
744found on the WEB site http://www.chem.elte.hu/depart-
745ments/magkem/nagyf/public_html/Angol/Beatrice.htm.

7465. Conclusions

747In order to calculate expected relative subspectrum areas
748in CEMS spectra of thin surface layers, the newly devel-
749oped program named BEATRICE utilizes the electron trans-
750mission and backscattering functions obtained earlier as a
751result of Monte Carlo modeling of the fate of electrons
752with different energies in materials with different atomic
753numbers. By applying an appropriately chosen averaging
754method of the atomic numbers, the program was prepared

Fig. 10. Types of layer structures that can be handled by the BEATRICE

program: (a) simple set of sublayers; (b) layers with continuously varying

composition; (c) periodic layer structures; (d) layers with multicolumn

surface structure.

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of the way the BEATRICE program

handles multicolumn layer structures. The multicolumn surface structure

displayed on the left side of the figure can be treated as the sum of three

different layers; one with two, one with three and a third with four

sublayers, as shown on the right hand side of the figure.
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755 to handle layers made of compounds. To be able to model
756 samples encountered in practice, the program was made
757 ready to handle layers consisting of several different sublay-
758 ers, layers with a columnar structure and layers with con-
759 tinuously varying depth dependent composition. With the
760 tools it offers the BEATRICE program promotes the deriva-
761 tion of quantitative information from CEMS spectra
762 recorded by the utilization of the Mössbauer effect of
763 57Fe as well as other Mössbauer isotopes.
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